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 . Production also took place in North Carolina and Washington, D.C. Logan is the sixth film in the X-Men film series, which
began with 2000's X-Men. While it is the final film of the series, it does not have any direct connection to the original X-Men

film. The film is loosely based on the popular Marvel Comics character Wolverine, who first appeared in the X-Men series. It is
the fourth solo Wolverine film, the seventh X-Men film, the third of four original films, and the second of four original

standalone Wolverine films. The Wolverine is the character's twentieth canonical appearance in film. Logan was directed by
James Mangold and produced by Lauren Shuler Donner, Hutch Parker, and Simon Kinberg. Principal photography took place in

North Carolina, Louisiana, and California, with post-production taking place in Louisiana. The film, which stars Jackman as
Wolverine, Patrick Stewart as Professor Charles Xavier, and Ian McKellen as Erik Lehnsherr, is the final film of the X-Men

film series and concludes the fictional character's film and television film franchise. Logan was released on March 3, 2017, by
20th Century Fox. It received critical acclaim, with praise for the performances, visuals, action sequences, pacing, score, and

screenplay. At the 69th Academy Awards, the film was nominated for Best Visual Effects. It grossed $425.6 million worldwide
on a production budget of $97 million. Following the film's theatrical run, it was released on Blu-ray and DVD on April 4, 2017,

and on digital download on May 17, 2017. Plot In 2016, in the aftermath of the "Days of Future Past" event that changed the
past, the X-Men are scattered across the world, pursued by a mysterious mutant killer. Logan and a blind girl named Laura

escape and hide in the mountains of Japan. After a fight with Sabretooth, Logan, Laura, and a young blind girl named Yukio
escape to a hut. Logan's healing powers begin to rapidly fade, and the young girl is shot and killed. Logan takes a syringe from
his pack and injects himself with a chemical which will neutralize his healing factor. With his healing powers gone, the two are
hunted by a paramilitary force for Laura's eyes. The X-Men now led by Professor Xavier—who has new powers and can now

see—must find and stop the mutant killer 82157476af
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